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Featured Application: The results obtained in the study can be applied to the optimization of the
blending scheme of industrial lubricating oil.

Abstract: Based on actual lubricating oil production data and the base oil performance indexes of
an enterprise, two nonlinear blending schemes corresponding to viscosity and freezing point and
four linear blending schemes corresponding to acid value, flash point, oxidation stability, and carbon
residue are given in this paper. On the premise that the error of each index is less than 5%, a linear
weighted multi-objective optimization model based on integer nonlinear programming considering
cost and performance is established, and the lubricating oil blending scheme is obtained. The
results show that the blending formula is simple in form and convenient in calculation, and that
the overall consistency between the calculated value and the measured value is good. At the same
time, the relative error of each performance index, except residual carbon, of the scheme with weight
value of (0.5, 0.5) is far less than 5%. Although the performance index is slightly inferior to that
of the scheme with a weight value of (0, 1), it is far higher than that of the scheme with a weight
value of (1, 0). The linear weighted multi-objective optimization model based on integer nonlinear
programming proposed in this paper can well-optimize the blending scheme of industrial lubricating
oil, and can re-select different weight combinations according to the actual situation, providing good
prospects for application.

Keywords: lubricating oil; integer nonlinear programming; blending scheme; multi-objective
optimization

1. Introduction

Industrial lubricating oil is a liquid or semi-solid lubricant used in various types of
automobiles and mechanical equipment to reduce friction and protect machinery and
machined parts. It mainly plays the roles of lubrication, auxiliary cooling, rust prevention,
cleaning, sealing, and cushioning [1,2]. At present, the demand for lubricating oil shows a
trend of specialization and customization. Different mechanical equipment and applica-
tions have different requirements for lubricating oil performance, so there is an urgent need
for enterprises to produce specific-quality lubricating oil according to the actual demand.

Lubricating oil products are prepared by mixing two or more base oils with different
properties [3,4] according to a certain proportion. However, the varieties of base oils
refined by oil refining enterprises are limited, so it is necessary to use limited base oils to
prepare the required lubricating oils. Therefore, the blending of base oils is the basis for
the preparation of lubricating oil products. The most common method of lubricating oil
blending is tank blending, as shown in Figure 1.
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ucts are blended according to the linear programming method, the prediction accuracy of 
the performance of the blended product will be poor, and unable to meet the actual needs 
of production. In recent years, many experts and scholars in the field of lubricating oil 
have studied the nonlinear [17,18] relationship between important indexes of lubricating 
oil and the content of each component, and have obtained many accurate prediction mod-
els. 

The blending of lubricating oil is a relatively complicated process. This paper ignores 
the production technology and process of lubricating oil, and does not consider the issue 
of additives. A certain index of lubricating oil is only related to the corresponding index 
of the base oil. In this paper, a multi-objective optimization model of lubricating oil based 
on integer nonlinear programming is established to optimize the design of the blending 
scheme so that it meets various performance indexes and, at the same time, is lower in 
cost. 
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The physical and chemical properties of oil products change when they are blended.
The linear or nonlinear relationship between this change and the properties of each blending
component is expressed as an additive effect between the components. A certain physical
and chemical property equal to the superposition of each component according to its
composition ratio is called linear harmony; otherwise, it is called nonlinear harmony.
The chemical composition of oil products and additives [5] is very complex, and their
physical and chemical properties generally do not have an additive effect, so the blending
of lubricating oil is mostly nonlinear. In addition, the performance indexes of lubricating oil
mainly include viscosity [6–8], freezing point [9], acid value [10], flash point [11], oxidation
stability [12,13], residual carbon [14], and so on. Therefore, the optimization of the design
of a lubricating oil blending scheme [15] mainly includes two aspects: one is to select the
base oils reasonably to meet the performance index requirements of the blended product;
the other is to establish the blending mathematical model [16] and determine the blending
scheme of each base oil on the premise of meeting the product performance indexes.

The blending formula of early lubricating oil was mainly optimized by the linear
programming method. However, many important technical indexes of lubricating oil
do not show a simple linear relationship with the content of each component. If the oil
products are blended according to the linear programming method, the prediction accuracy
of the performance of the blended product will be poor, and unable to meet the actual needs
of production. In recent years, many experts and scholars in the field of lubricating oil have
studied the nonlinear [17,18] relationship between important indexes of lubricating oil and
the content of each component, and have obtained many accurate prediction models.

The blending of lubricating oil is a relatively complicated process. This paper ignores
the production technology and process of lubricating oil, and does not consider the issue
of additives. A certain index of lubricating oil is only related to the corresponding index of
the base oil. In this paper, a multi-objective optimization model of lubricating oil based
on integer nonlinear programming is established to optimize the design of the blending
scheme so that it meets various performance indexes and, at the same time, is lower in cost.

2. Data Processing and Blending Scheme
2.1. Data Processing

Table 1 shows the base oil performance index parameters and prices of an enterprise,
Table 2 shows the production data of each batch of blended oil, and Table 3 shows the
performance index of each batch of blended oil. The specific data follow.
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Table 1. Performance indexes and costs of base oils.

Type of Base Oil
A B C D E F G H I J

Performance Index

Viscosity (mm2/s) 90.42 5.62 26.41 4.22 6.84 28.18 72.84 31.58 5.35 25.83

Freezing point (◦C) 30.00 50.00 70.00 100.00 150.00 220.00 320.00 460.00 60.00 76.00

Acid value (mgKOH/g) 3.52 5.06 7.48 11.00 16.50 24.20 35.20 50.60 65.90 87.80

Flash point (◦C) 100.00 150.00 220.00 320.00 460.00 680.00 130.00 250.00 400.00 190.00

Oxidation stability (min) 90.00 135.00 198.00 288.00 414.00 612.00 900.00 1350.00 1500.00 1650.00

Carbon residue (%) 90.42 5.62 26.41 4.22 6.84 28.18 72.84 31.58 5.35 25.83

Cost (CNY/ton) 3800 2750 4630 2210 3220 1500 4300 3800 5200 3000

Note: The oxidation stability is measured by the rotating oxygen bomb method at 150 ◦C.

Table 2. Production data of each batch of blended oil (unit: ton).

Type of Base Oil
A B C D E F G H I J

Production Batch

1 70,849.02 64,717.58 2016.89 3000.00

2 2431.16 14,798.85

3 53,042.87 32,898.43 3017.84 4000.00

4 2016.89 20,492.89

5 59,332.56 49,087.32 2309.93 3020.00

6 24,685.94 2318.85 35,198.66 3000.00

7 3015.85 18,908.83 2000.00

8 63,356.26 58,102.85 1789.99 5000.00

9 29,048.39 4903.96

10 77,905.24 7,1053.95 2218.85 4000.00

11 53,252.23 1890.00 2482.97

12 7470.00 64,363.52 4125.73

13 73,968.84 67,546.03 2104.85

14 3110.85 52,531.42

15 68,946.43 63,056.18 1963.86 4000.00 300.00

16 49,153.19 8314.93

17 43,314.34 3523.84 3000.00

18 21,715.90 2027.37 31,177.86

19 10,000.00 3017.75 49,073.83

20 3024.34 49,381.45

Note: Blanks in Table 2 represent zero.

Firstly, the data of each batch and oil production of the enterprise are normalized to
calculate the mass fraction of base oil in each batch of blended oil. The calculation formula
is as follows:

ai,j =
mi,j

gj
(1)

where ai,j represents the mass fraction matrix of blended oil, mi,j represents the mass
fraction of base oil i in batch j of blended oil, and gj represents the total mass of batch j of
blended oil.
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Table 3. Performance indexes of each batch of blended oil.

Performance Index Viscosity
(mm2/s)

Freezing
Point (◦C)

Acid Value
(mgKOH/g)

Flash Point
(◦C)

Oxidation
Stability (min)

Carbon
Residue (%)Production Batch

1 24.17 5.86 5.29 132.01 139.15 1340.46

2 5.46 8.79 10.50 307.87 275.30 1342.83

3 30.91 6.96 11.47 260.14 282.28 872.81

4 66.51 14.69 32.72 140.44 837.10 1116.59

5 26.94 7.31 11.73 269.45 292.84 805.99

6 21.23 12.17 27.06 243.76 685.66 1245.81

7 5.42 8.63 15.15 316.87 377.97 1388.47

8 22.60 5.77 6.71 141.48 166.87 1356.14

9 6.72 7.17 69.06 376.97 1521.67 2040.78

10 24.10 5.76 6.45 130.18 152.36 1353.06

11 77.77 5.38 4.66 138.34 118.99 1133.80

12 55.16 15.27 34.20 176.28 876.65 1041.82

13 24.04 5.72 4.30 128.23 112.75 1334.36

14 7.37 10.70 16.00 449.97 401.92 533.41

15 24.14 5.87 4.98 148.60 129.89 1348.90

16 6.72 7.17 69.07 376.93 1521.70 2040.86

17 8.29 11.43 19.10 469.42 484.34 596.59

18 22.80 12.51 25.23 239.14 647.38 1217.09

19 9.12 6.71 53.01 361.14 1209.64 1778.78

20 5.87 7.08 62.53 391.87 1424.86 1950.89

2.2. Blending Scheme

In this paper, the viscosity of each oil batch is calculated using the internationally
common viscosity blending calculation formula [19]. For the other indexes—freezing point,
acid value, flash point, oxidation stability, and carbon residue—the linear blending formula
is applied to predict the lubricating oil indexes. The indexes with low prediction accuracy
are adjusted nonlinearly, and, finally, the blending scheme of a complex power polynomial
is established for high-precision prediction. The calculated values of these models are
compared with the measured values.

Viscosity is one of the most important characteristics of lubricating oil and a per-
formance index that should be considered first in lubricating oil blending. In addition,
the viscosity of lubricating oil is an important basis for classifying oil brand numbers. The
viscosity calculation formula is established as follows:

logcj,1 =
n

∑
i=1

ai,jlogpi,1 (2)

where cj,1 represents the calculated value of the viscosity of batch j blended oil, pi,1 repre-
sents the actual value of the viscosity of base oil i, and n represents the type of base oil.

The relationship between the calculated viscosity value and the measured value of
each batch of blended oil calculated according to the formula is shown in Figure 2. The
calculated value is in good agreement with the measured value, and the error is 0.002%.
Therefore, the calculation formula can be used directly.
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As the interaction between the components of crude oil becomes more complex after
mixing, and there are many influencing factors, there is currently no theoretical method
to calculate the freezing point of mixed crude oil. Most of the existing calculation models
are empirical or semi-empirical formulas derived by scholars based on experimental
data [20]. It can be seen in Tables 1 and 3 that there is a big difference between the freezing
point of base oil and that of blended oil, and it does not meet the linear relationship. So,
the nonlinear relationship is considered. It is assumed that the freezing point of blended
oil and the freezing point of base oil meet the following relationship:

cj,2 =
n

∑
i=1

ai,j ·
(

pi,2
f + h · pi,2

1/3
)

(3)

where cj,2 represents the calculated value of the freezing point of batch j blended oil, pi,2
represents the actual value of the freezing point of base oil i, and n represents the type of
base oil.

Adjustments are made to f and h to make the error between the calculated value of
the freezing point and the measured value as small as possible, that is, to make the value
of err2 as small as possible. This satisfies the following relationship:

err2 =
20

∑
j=1

∣∣cj,2 − sj,2
∣∣ (4)

where cj,2 is the calculated value of the freezing point of batch j blended oil, and sj,2 is the
required value of the freezing point of batch j blended oil.

Using a nonlinear least-squares algorithm, the values of f and h are 0.4754 and −0.003,
respectively. A comparison between the calculated value and the measured value obtained
by this formula is shown in Figure 3. The calculated value is in good agreement with
the measured value, and the average error is 1.546%, so the calculation formula can be
used directly.
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The acid value of lubricating oil is an important index of organic acid substances in
the oil, and its change reflects the degree of oxidation and corrosion of the oil, to a certain
extent. The flash point of lubricating oil is an index of the ignition risk of the oil product.
The oxidation stability of lubricating oil is an important characteristic that reflects the
oxidation deterioration or aging tendency of the oil in the process of its actual use, storage,
and transportation. The carbon residue value can indirectly indicate the degree of refining
of the base oil. Generally, the carbon deposition tendency of a lubricating oil in the process
of its use is predicted according to its carbon residue value. Finally, the acid value, flash
point, oxidation stability, and carbon residue of the above oil products are fitted by a linear
relationship, which is as follows:

cj,k =
n

∑
i=1

ai,jpi,k (5)

where ai,j represents the mass fraction matrix of the blended oil, pi,k represents the actual
value of the index k of the base oil i, and cj,k represents the calculated value of the index k
of the j batch of blended oil.

Comparisons between the calculated values and the measured values of these four
indexes of oil—acid value, flash point, oxidation stability, and carbon residue—using linear
relations are shown in Figure 4. The errors are 0.002%, 2.558%, 0.00006%, and 2.766%,
respectively. The errors are small and meet the design requirements.

Compared with references [6–14], the blending formula of the six performance indexes
proposed in this paper are simple in form and convenient in calculation, and the calculated
values are in good agreement with the measured values, which can well predict the related
indexes of the blended oil.
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3. Establishment and Solution of the Model
3.1. Determination of Objective Function

In the actual production of lubricating oil of specific quality, it is often necessary
to consider both cost factors and performance factors [21]. Based on these, this paper
establishes, firstly, the following objective function:

min
(

wp ·∑a
i=1(xidi) + wq ·∑b

k=1|errk|
)

(6)

where wp and wq represent the weight of target p and q in the total objective function,
respectively; i represents the type of base oil; a represents the maximum type of base oil; xi
represents the quality of base oil i in the blending oil formulation scheme; di represents the
price of base oil i; k represents the type of blending oil index; b represents the maximum
type of blending oil index; and the errk represents the relative error of each index.
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3.2. Determination of Constraint Conditions

Constraint conditions were established by the following:

a
∑

i=1
xi = G

mod(xi, Z0) = 0
|errk| ≤ δ

errk =
(

sj,k − cj,k

)
/sj,k

a
∑

i=1
xidi/

a
∑

i=1
xi ≤ r

(7)

where G represents the total quality of base oil in the blended oil formulation scheme,
Z0 represents the divisor of each base oil quality adjustment, δ represents the control
relative error of each index, sj,k represents the required value of index k of batch j blended
oil, cj,k represents the calculated value of index k of batch j blended oil, and cj,k represents
the unit cost of the base oil.

3.3. Solution and Analysis of Nonlinear Programming Model

A customer requested 80,000 tons of lubricating oil at a cost of no more than CNY
3500.00 per ton, and with performance indexes as shown in Table 4 (the error of each index
is no more than 5%). It can be seen that the maximum type a value of the base oil in the
objective function corresponds to 10, and the maximum type b value of the blending oil
index corresponds to 6. In the corresponding constraint conditions, the total mass G of the
base oil in the blending oil scheme is 8000. To ensure that the quality of base oil is adjusted
to an integer multiple each time, the value of Z0 is 100. The relative error δ of each index is
5%, the maximum value of batch j of the blended oil corresponds to 20, the unit cost r of
the base oil is CNY 3500.00, and the other values correspond to the data in Tables 1–3.

Table 4. Product index requirements.

Index Viscosity
(mm2/s)

Freezing Point
(◦C)

Acid Value
(mgKOH/g)

Flash Point
(◦C)

Oxidation Stability
(min)

Carbon Residue
(%)

Required value 30.60 12.55 39.70 303.18 961.80 14.58

This paper presents three blending schemes in which the weights of cost and per-
formance are (1,0), (0,1), and (0.5,0.5). For nonlinear programming models, the primary
underlying technique used by LINGO’s optional nonlinear solver is based upon a gener-
alized reduced gradient (GRG) algorithm [22]. Based on the GRG algorithm, this paper
determines the optimal solution. The computation time of the three blending schemes is
0.5 s, 1.0 s, and 2.0 s. The blending schemes are shown in Table 5. The calculated values
and required values of each index and the cost of each blending scheme are compared in
Table 6. The comparison of the relative error between the calculated value and the required
value of each index and the cost of each blending scheme is shown in Figure 5.

Table 5. Comparison of the three blending schemes of 80,000 tons (unit: ton).

Type of Base Oil
A B C D E F G H I J

Scheme

1 10,400 0 600 0 7100 13,200 12,400 21,500 5400 9400

2 200 0 0 6300 7700 18,500 28,300 200 0 18,800

3 9900 200 900 0 8800 12,800 12,200 20,900 3000 11,300
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Table 6. Comparison of the calculated and required values of product performance indexes under the three blending
schemes.

Scheme Index Viscosity
(mm2/s)

Freezing
Point (◦C)

Acid Value
(mgKOH/g)

Flash
Point (◦C)

Oxidation
Stability (min)

Carbon
Residue (%)

Cost
(CNY/Ton)

Required value 30.60 12.55 39.70 303.18 961.80 14.58 3500.00

1 Calculated value 30.55 12.56 39.79 304.34 948.35 15.30 3453.25

2 Calculated value 29.12 12.12 41.27 318.24 913.78 15.31 3075.96

3 Calculated value 30.64 12.53 39.68 301.60 936.41 15.13 3390.66
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According to Table 6 and Figure 5, all performance indexes of Scheme 1 meet the
requirement that the relative error does not exceed 5%. At the same time, the cost is CNY
3453.25 per ton, which is lower than the CNY 3500.00 per ton required by the customer.

All performance indexes of Scheme 2 meet the requirement that the relative error does
not exceed 5%. The cost is CNY 3075.96 per ton, which is lower than the CNY 3500.00 per
ton required by the customer and far lower than the CNY 3453.25 per ton of Scheme 1.
However, the relative errors of all performance indexes except Index 2 are close to 5%,
which is unfavorable to the overall performance of the blended oil.

The weights wp and wq in the objective function are determined according to the order
of magnitude consistency principle of the two objective functions. According to Table 6
and Figure 5, all performance indexes of Scheme 3 meet the requirement that the relative
error does not exceed 5%. At the same time, the cost is CNY 3390.66 per ton, lower than
the CNY 3500.00 per ton required by the customer, lower than the CNY 3453.25 per ton
of Scheme 1 and higher than the CNY 3075.96 per ton of Scheme 2. However, the relative
error of each performance index except Index 6 is far less than 5%, so it is beneficial to the
overall performance of the blended oil.

According to Table 6, the cost required by the customer is less than CNY 3500.00 per
ton, so all schemes meet this requirement. In this paper, if more attention is paid to the
performance index factors, then Scheme 1 is recommended. If the cost factor is more
important, then Scheme 2 is recommended. If the cost and performance index factors
are taken into account, then Scheme 3 is recommended (refer to Table 5 for the specific
blending schemes).
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4. Conclusions

Based on the actual lubricating oil production data and base oil performance indexes
of an enterprise, two nonlinear blending schemes corresponding to viscosity and freezing
point and four linear blending schemes corresponding to acid value, flash point, oxidation
stability, and carbon residue are given in this paper. On the premise that the error of
each index is less than 5%, a linear weighted multi-objective optimization model based on
integer nonlinear programming considering cost and performance is established, and the
lubricating oil blending scheme is obtained. The following conclusions can be drawn from
this study:

(a) The blending schemes of six performance indexes are proposed, which are simple
in form and convenient in calculation. The calculated values are in good agreement
with the measured values, and can well-predict the related indexes of blended oil.

(b) A multi-objective optimization model of industrial lubricating oil based on integer
nonlinear programming is established, which can be easily solved with good results.

(c) The established multi-objective optimization model of industrial lubricating oil, com-
bined with a certain amount of experimental data and production strategies, can be
more accurately used to optimize the blending scheme of industrial lubricating oil.
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